August 27, 2013

To whom it may concern:

A few months ago, in early spring of 2013, we decided to do a total kitchen remodel. We asked
around for names of contractors and went in several directions before we were given Dave
Schertzing’s phone number and a good reference. We called Dave and he was able to meet with
us within a couple of business days. We showed him what we had to work with (a kitchen from
the 50’s) that had never had an update done to it. As we talked about what we wanted and what
we were looking for in a kitchen, Dave threw out some basic ideas for the flow of the kitchen
area. As we listened and asked questions (we had never done any remodeling before this), he
was very up front about the questions we asked of him and we were pleased with our
conversation. He said he would have a detailed quote, and he did, almost four detailed pages,
breaking down step-by-step our budget for each phase which included the kitchen cabinets,
flooring, countertops, electrical, and plumbing.

Everyone we went to for our supplies was very nice and helpful, giving us samples when we
asked for them and answering our questions. We were not overwhelmed or confused on what
was going to be the remodeling process.

The remodel took approximately 4-5 weeks to complete; it was very interesting to watch each
phase of the project come together. We are very happy with the end result. We have a very nice
kitchen with a lot of space for storage and the countertop space was increased by 100%. We
have a very functional kitchen now thanks to David G. Schertzing Builders. We are so happy
with the kitchen remodel that we will have Dave return for another project we are planning for
next year.

Thank you for your time.

James and Susan Kane

